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Chapter 1311: Returning To Binhai Nation 

Country Brin was dumbfounded that Big Silver Mercenary who had been a threat to their country 

vanished one night. Just because of one woman.          

     

The high-ranking soldiers asked their soldiers who were involved in the mission about that. They got the 

same answer telling that most of the killing had been done by Yu Qi. Even Big Silver Mercenary's leader 

was killed by Yu Qi.      

They could not believe it. That woman was just a doctor. Well, she might be a talented doctor but she 

was still a doctor but not a freaking killer.       

However, after getting the same answer from other soldiers, they had to accept the reality. That woman 

really helped them in destroying Big Silver Mercenary.       

They needed to submit the report to their military.       

....      

Yu Qi checked Long Hui's condition one more time to make sure that Long Hui recovered. As Yu Qi 

predicted, Long Hui was perfectly fine. He could walk and even run.       

Shino was sent back into space as well as Aoi. Aoi was quite happy going out since he could go to the 

kitchen and stole some food using his invisible mode.       

Finally, they returned home. Yu Qi returned with the private flight that she came before. Long Hui 

returned with his subordinates. They would meet at home.       

Of course, Long Hui would not return straight home. He would go back to the military ground first. 

Prepare the report and submit the report to his superior. Until then, he finally got to return home.       

When Yu Qi's flight touched down, she was woken up by the flight attendant. She fell asleep after 

checking her emails and replying to the emails.       

She thanked the flight attendant and took her belonging. She did not have much since she put them into 

her space. She put on her sunglass and walked out.       

The same scenario happened today too where there were a lot of people gathered at the airport, 

shouting and screaming. Her ears could burst.       

She frowned. 'Is there a famous celebrity coming today?' She thought. She did not care much because it 

did not concern her.      

The shout became louder and louder when the celebrities that they had been waiting before arrived. 

She took a glance once. It seemed they were a handsome boy group.      

Then something strange happened. A woman fell in front of them. The bodyguards thought the woman 

wanted to pounce on the boy group. So, they blocked her. But the woman fell straight to the ground.       



The woman had uncontrollable jerking movements of the arms and legs. Her eyes were also 

unfocused.      

"What happens to that woman?"       

"Is she sick to behave like that just because she wants attention from Winz?"      

"Why does she like that?"      

"Can she has some respect?"      

Some people thought the woman behaved like this just to get attention.       

"No! She might have seizures. I see this before. My uncle's like this too."      

Someone shouted.      

"What? Call the ambulance... Call the ambulance."       

Everyone seemed to take out their handphone to call the ambulance.          

     

Yu Qi wanted to leave but heard someone shout about seizures. She stopped.       

She then shouted. "Step aside. I am a doctor." Her voice was loud enough for people around her to 

hear.       

People started to give way to her to pass. Yu Qi looked at the woman. She still had the same movement, 

the uncontrollable jerking movements.       

Yu Qi grabbed the woman's hand. She firmly pressed to read the woman's pulse. This woman was 

indeed having a seizure attack right now.       

"Does someone call the ambulance?" Yu Qi asked.      

"Yes... Yes..." Someone answered.      

The woman could not stop her jerking movements. If this continued, she would injure herself.      

Yu Qi took out her acupuncture needles.       

"Some of you, come and grab her so that she could not move." Yu Qi pointed to four men nearby. 

Seeing the men did not move, she shouted. "Hurry up and help me." She could not help to increase her 

volume.      

The men rushed to grab the woman's hands and legs. The jerking movements were reduced.       

Yu Qi took one of her acupuncture needles. She stuck the needles at one point. Then she took another 

one and stuck at a different point. Lastly, she took two needles and stuck them at the same time.      

Everyone who watched this was very astonished by the scene.       

Finally, the woman stopped moving and lost consciousness. Yu Qi took out the needles, one by one.      



"Is it over?" Asked one man who held the woman's leg.      

"Yeah. But she still needs to go to the hospital to get her treatment. Oh, you can release her now." Yu Qi 

said.      

Yu Qi stored her needles back in her bag.       

Then the paramedic came.       

"What is the situation?" One of the paramedics asked.      

"I am Doctor Tang Yu Qi from Tang Private Hospital. This woman was having a seizure attack. It is a 

Myoclonic seizure." Yu Qi answered.      

"If it is a Myoclonic seizure, why does she unconscious?" The paramedic asked again.      

People who had Myoclonic seizures usually did not lose consciousness.      

"I am afraid she might hurt herself, so, I strike her acupuncture points with needles with these men's 

help. They helped me to grab her hands and legs so that she could not move."       

"Oh, acupuncture needles?" The paramedic was surprised to see someone bring her acupuncture 

needles everywhere.       

"Yes. If she had any problem regarding my treatment here, you can find me at Tang Private Hospital." Yu 

Qi asked. 

Chapter 1312: Afraid To Create Scandal About Her 

"Okay. Thank you." The paramedics left.          

     

Yu Qi turned to the men who helped her before. "Thank you for your help. I really appreciate that."      

"No... No... We are happy to help you." The man shook his head.      

The other three men also nodded.      

"You are Miss Tang, right?" One of the men asked.      

"Yes, why?" Yu Qi was confused why the man asked for her name.      

"Then, you are our big boss. Thank you very much for giving us the chance to debut." The men bowed to 

Yu Qi.      

Yu Qi still could not get what these men meant by that. The men could see that Yu Qi was confused.      

"We are under Qiaosu Entertainment." The man said.      

"Oh." Yu Qi nodded. No wonder, these men told her that she was their big boss.      

"Winz, do you know her? Is she your girlfriend?"      

"No. Winz, you can't have a girlfriend."      



The fans started to shout again. The bodyguards stopped the fans who wanted to rush to Winz.      

Yu Qi frowned.      

"You should know who she is. She is our big boss. Please don't create a rumor here." Winz's leader 

said.      

When the fans heard what Winz's leader say, they stopped and thought about that.      

"She is Tang Yu Qi, Qiaosu Entertainment's big boss." Someone shouted.      

When everyone heard the shout, they finally remembered who she was.       

Yu Qi did not want to waste time here anymore. She nodded and excused herself. The bodyguards gave 

way for her to leave.      

There were some reporters around. Everything had been captured. Even though Yu Qi was not a 

celebrity but she had her own fame as Qiaosu Entertainment's big boss. A piece of news about her 

would be great too.      

The reporters rushed to their offices after Winz left the airport. They wanted to write about what they 

got today.       

The news about Yu Qi saved a woman at the airport and Winz happened to be there and helped with 

the situation.       

One of the reporters thought that it would be best for him to write some stories where Yu Qi fell in love 

with one of Winz's members.       

So, he wrote it and sent it to his boss for approval. However, he ended up having a bump on his head 

because his boss threw the thick book at him.       

His boss was very angry at him for writing such a story. The boss knew that if this got published, he did 

not know if his company could survive.       

The last company which published Yu Qi's scandal with that Jiang Actor ended up declaring bankruptcy. 

The company had been sued and got blacklisted. They could not pay the legal fees and the 

compensation.           

     

The boss did not want his company to go under. He warned the reporter if he dared to post what he had 

written, he would fire him immediately.       

Hearing the warning, the reporter was taken aback. He did not dare to publish the story if it would cost 

him his job.       

Yu Qi returned to Tang House. She met Grandpa Tang who playing with his grandchildren in the living 

room.      

"Grandpa." Yu Qi greeted Grandpa Tang.      

"Where have you been?" Grandpa Tang asked.      



He noticed that Yu Qi was away. Tang Han Lee told him that he last saw Yu Qi 5 days ago and she was 

kind of rushing to go somewhere else.  Then they got her call telling her she was with Long Hui.       

"Yu Qi, you are home. Where did you go with Xiao Hui this time?" Ming Yue happened to walk over and 

saw Yu Qi.      

"Well... I went overseas. I did meet Brother Hui. But it is not a vacation. It is a kind of emergency." Yu Qi 

said.      

"What happened?" Grandpa Tang asked. He noticed something.      

"Actually, Brother Hui was gravely injured. The doctors over there could not handle the surgery. So, his 

friend, Brother Qian Yi called me about this situation." Yu Qi twisted the fact that she knew Long Hui was 

injured by Shino to hear it from Ren Qian Yi. It was more convincing.       

"He injured? How is he right now? Is he okay?" Ming Yue was surprised to hear the bad news.       

"Yeah. I went there and did the surgery. He is fine. Actually, he already recovered. He returned to the 

nation today. But we are not on the same flight. He is at the military ground right now." Yu Qi 

explained.      

"What? Has he already recovered? Did you say he was gravely injured? He should rest more." Ming Yue 

said in worried.      

"Don't worry, Auntie Ming Yue. I can assure you that he is completely recovered. If he is not, I will not 

dare to let him out of the bed. It seems his body can recover faster than a normal man." Yu Qi smiled.      

"The doctors over there should learn more about surgery." Grandpa Tang snorted.      

Then he turned to Tang Heng Nuo. "My little Heng Nuo..."       

Yu Qi smiled to see Grandpa Tang like this. That sentence... She could imagine the face of the doctors if 

they knew that the legendary Doctor commented on their skills. They probably wanted to cry.       

"If he is free, invite him for dinner. It has been a while since I meet him too." Ming Yue asked.      

"I will." Yu Qi nodded.      

"Go up and rest. You must have jet lag. I will call you if dinner is ready." Ming Yue said.      

"Okay. Auntie Ming Yue." Yu Qi nodded and left. 

Chapter 1313: It Felt Like They Were Talking With A Psycho Killer. 

Yu Qi had been getting questions as to where she went missing for a few days from her colleagues and 

team members. Yu Qi explained the situation as she explained to Tang Family.          

     

Some of them saw Yu Qi rushed out on that day, and thought about it. No wonder Yu Qi was looking 

flustered that day. The day went normal.       



The military had a celebration. They had an event to celebrate. When Yu Qi heard from Long Hui about 

that, she did not care much about it because she thought it did not involve her at all.      

But the military had specifically invited her to the event. Yu Qi asked Long Hui why. Long Hui told Yu Qi 

that because of her help, the last mission had succeeded.       

Ren Qian Yi submitted a report about her help. He mentioned without the help, the mission would not 

succeed.      

The military wanted to present a medal to Yu Qi for her achievement. It was a great honor.       

When Yu Qi helped them destroy Big Silver Mercenary, it was purely revenge for Long Hui. How dare 

they injured Long Hui like that, she wanted to vent her anger. That was why she destroyed Big Silver 

Mercenary.      

The military wanted to thank Yu Qi. Because of that, Binhai Nation managed to get the latest weapon. 

Big Silver Mercenary's warehouse stored a lot of weapons. The military was happy about that.      

Brin Country had some of the weapons but Ren Qian Yi claimed Brin Country did not personally involve 

in the mission. The soldiers from Brin Country were volunteering. It was nothing to do with Brin 

Country's Military.       

If they got involved personally in the mission, they probably get half of the weapons in the warehouse. 

They regretted that.      

Long Hui told Yu Qi it was fine if she did not want to attend the event. But the medal would still be sent 

to Yu Qi. Yu Qi thought it would be rude for her to not join it. So, she agreed.      

The day arrived. Both of them traveled to Capital City. The event would be held at the military ground. 

She just wore a nice dress.       

When Yu Qi and Long Hui entered the military ground, a lot of eyes were watching them. They knew 

Long Hui and Yu Qi. Long Hui was already a famous figure in the military. The young people admired 

him, the older people respected him for their achievements.       

And this time, Long Hui was walking with a woman. They immediately figured out this woman's identity. 

Long Hui was cold to other women, he was only gentle to his fiancee. So, this woman must be his 

fiancee. It was their first time seeing Long Hui's fiancee face to face.      

Long Hui brought Yu Qi to the hall. Both of them sat. The event had performances from the soldiers 

themselves. Singing and dancing, magic show, and others. Yu Qi enjoyed it.       

Next was the ceremony award. A lot of medals had been given to the soldiers for their achievements. 

Lastly, it was Yu Qi's turn.       

"Miss Tang Yu Qi, please come to the stage to receive the award." The MC called for Yu Qi's name.      

Yu Qi went up to the stage. She thanked me for the award.       



"Miss Tang contributed a great help to Brin Country's mission. Because of her help, we got a lot of 

benefits. Miss Tang, thank you for your help." The MC explained some details about Tang Yu Qi's 

achievement.      

After the award ceremony, some of the highest ranking soldiers came to talk with Long Hui and Yu Qi. 

Some of the high ranking soldiers could not believe themselves when Ren Qian Yi submitted the report 

on how Big Silver Mercenary had been destroyed just one night.      

This weak-looking woman was capable to kill a person just with a knife. It was very swift and fast.       

"Miss Tang is very amazing. Colonel Long is very lucky." A person praised Yu Qi.      

"Thank you." Yu Qi replied.      

"Is it true that Miss Tang could kill people?" Some of them could not hold back their curiosity.      

"Yes." Yu Qi answered it straight away with a smile.      

They were surprised. This woman admitted it with a smile. They felt uncomfortable with the smile. Then 

they heard Yu Qi talk again.          

     

"Even though people like using a gun, I think using a knife is better. The friction when the knife cut 

through the skin is good." Yu Qi added.      

This time, they gulped in shock. It felt like they were talking with a psycho killer.       

If Yu Qi knew what they thought about her, she might roll her eyes.       

Long Hui and Yu Qi left the military ground after the event ended. It was already 9 o'clock at the night. 

They decided to spend one night here before returning to FINN City first in the morning.      

Because the night was still young, they decided to go to the nightclub for drinks. They went to Rose 

Nightclub.       

They decided not to take a private room. They would just drink in the open space. They could see that 

people were dancing, talking, and had their fun.       

Long Hui ordered a drink that had less alcohol for Yu Qi. Well, she did not mind about that as long as her 

Long Hui was happy. Not to mention, she had her sober pill. They were having great fun drinking 

together. 

Chapter 1314: A Woman In Distressed 

Yu Qi wanted to go to the toilet. Of course, Long Hui wanted to follow her. He would not let her go alone 

in a place like this. So, both of them left their table to go to the toilet.          

     

Long Hui was waiting out the toilet. His look surely invited some women to talk to him.       

"Hey handsome, what are you doing here? Come and join us. We will have a lot of fun."       



"Yeah. You are handsome."      

"Come with us."      

Long Hui ignored the women completely. He closed his eyes while hugging himself. One of the women 

could not stand being ignored by him, she wanted to reach out to him. However, her hand did not 

manage to touch him. Her hand had been slapped over.      

"Ouch, what the hell!!" The woman shouted. Her hand felt very hurt.      

"Don't touch what is mine." Yu Qi glared sharply at the woman while her body released a murderous 

aura.      

The women were taken back. 'This woman looks like she wants to kill people.' Because of that, the 

women backed off. They quickly left the place.       

"I should not let you alone." Yu Qi said.      

"Should I follow you inside?" Long Hui asked in a teasing tone.      

Yu Qi coughed several times. 'This man...' "Let's return to our table."      

"Okay." Long Hui smiled.      

Yu Qi's hand was suddenly being grabbed by someone. She turned and saw a woman in improper 

clothes. It seemed the clothes had been ripped off.       

"Please help me." The woman asked in tears.       

Seeing this situation, Yu Qi could think of one situation. After confirming her guess, a group of men 

appeared.       

"You bitch, come over here." A man shouted.      

The woman's body trembled. She grabbed Yu Qi's hand firmly. "Please help me." She asked for help 

again.       

The group of men saw the bitch who ran from them with a woman and a man.       

"You should stay out of our business, otherwise..." The man gave a warning.      

Yu Qi lifted up her face and asked. "Otherwise, what? What can you do to us?"       

The group of men were surprised to see such a beautiful woman. Even though it was quite dark here, 

they still could see the woman's face.      

"If you want us to release that bitch, it is fine but you need to come to us." The man thought it was a 

great idea. This woman was much more beautiful than that bitch.      

The moment he finished talking, he felt like his face had been punched by someone. It was very fast. He 

just felt the pain and his body flew back until his body landed on the wall.       

"What?"      



The men were shocked to see their friend suddenly fly back. He was already unconscious.           

     

"Lu Fang!" They shouted a name.      

"You dare to hit Lu Fang. We will make you pay." Another man shouted.      

"Don't think you will be fine after this!" Another one added.      

"Sure. I am Long Hui. Make sure you remember." Long Hui snorted.      

The chaos caught people's attention. Yu Qi asked for a towel. She wanted to cover the woman's body 

who still held her hand. The nightclub's employee got the towel for her.       

The ambulance had been called. It was a quite normal situation.       

"We want to file a police report too. That man hit our friend." Lu Fang's friends pointed to Long Hui.      

Long Hui snorted. "Be my guest."      

"I want to file a police report too." The woman shouted. She trembled to look at the group of men.      

"Good. I will accompany you." Yu Qi nodded.      

Yu Qi brought the woman to the nearest police station. This woman's name was Duan Li. She went to 

nightclubs to drink with her friends. But she never imagine that her friends would leave her to the group 

of men.      

She managed to escape when she suddenly kicked the man and rushed out of the room. It caught the 

men unguarded because they thought she already gave up. It led to this situation.       

The police officers recorded her statement. And suddenly they heard a middle-aged woman shout 

loudly.      

"Come out, you crazy people. How dare you touch my son?" The middle-aged woman shouted.      

The police officers tried to calm her down.      

"Madam, please calm down. This is a police station." The police officer said.      

"Tell me where they are." The middle-aged woman said.      

"Shut up. Don't make an embarrassing scene here." A middle-aged man interfered with the middle-aged 

woman.       

"I am just angry. They dare to hit our son. Even I don't hit him." The middle-aged woman said.      

Yeah, it was the parent of the man who was hit by Long Hui earlier, Lu Hanzhoung and his wife, Shang 

Xiaoyan.       

"Please tell us, where are the people who hit my son, officer?" Lu Hanzhoung asked.      

"This is me." Long Hui came in.      



"Colonel Long???!!!" The police officers exclaimed. They were surprised to see Ling Hui here.      

"Humph, you bastard, you dare to hit my son. I will make you pay for it." Shang Xiaoyan said to Long Hui 

while pointing to Long Hui's face.      

"Madam, please don't behave like this." The police officer said.          

     

Lu Hanzhoung looked at the young man. He could feel that this man was not a normal person. His aura... 

He heard the police officer call him by the name, Colonel Long. 'Wait, is that him? The one I have been 

thinking of. That Colonel Long?' 

Chapter 1315: Did Not Recognize Mountain Tai 

"I don't care who you are. But you hit my son. I will make you pay for it." Shang Xiaoyan said.          

     

"Sure. We will see in the court." Yu Qi appeared.      

She just came out of the room and heard that the middle-aged woman wanted to make Long Hui pay for 

hitting her son. Meaning that bastard was her son.      

Lu Hanzhoung and Shang Xiaoyan looked at the newcomers. Lu Hanzhoung recognized Yu Qi straight 

away because of HuiQi Jade. It was also because they were in the same industry.      

Shang Xiaoyan felt that she saw Yu Qi somewhere and thought that she was a small celebrity.       

"Oh, do you have money to pay for the legal fee? I don't think so." Shang Xiaoyan insulted Yu Qi for 

calling her poor.      

"Shut up!" Lu Hanzhoung said to his wife.      

"What? Why do you ask me to shut up?" Shang Xiaoyan looked at her husband. "Do you like this 

bitch?"       

That question changed the atmosphere. Long Hui released the murderous aura. Everyone could feel that 

Long Hui was very angry except for Shang Xiaoyan. He glared sharply at the husband and wife.       

"What are you saying?" Lu Hanzhoung panicked. He saw Long Hui's expression.       

"What? Did I say something wrong? You change your attitude after seeing this bitch's face." Shang 

Xiaoyan argued.      

Lu Hanzhoung ignored his wife. "Are you Colonel Long Hui and Miss Tang Yu Qi?"      

"Yes, we are." Yu Qi said.      

Lu Hanzhoung gulped. 'It is really them.'       

"Your son sexually assaulted a girl. She wants to sue your son." Yu Qi said.      



"What? My son would never do something like that. Don't accuse him like that." Shang Xiaoyan denied 

the accusations even though she knew that her son probably do it for fun.       

"Whether it is true or not, we will leave it to the judge." Yu Qi smiled.      

Lu Hanzhoung became more afraid. He knew that his son would do something like that.       

"No need to go to the court. We can settle this outside. We will pay for everything." Lu Hanzhoung 

wanted to avoid going to court.       

"That's right. You are already being sexually assaulted by my son. Do you want others to know about 

that too?" Shang Xiaoyan had a different thought. She thought Yu Qi was the one who was sexually 

assaulted.       

"Me? Being sexually assaulted by your son? If that's the case, I don't think he will be alive now." Yu Qi 

smirked.      

Yeah, if she had been sexually assaulted by any men, she might as killed the men. Not to mention, Long 

Hui.      

Shang Xiaoyan was taken aback. "Officer, look at this woman. She wants to kill someone."       

"Enough. You, shut up for a while." Lu Hanzhoung raised his voice to his wife.       

"Please, we can settle it outside the court." Lu Hanzhoung begged.      

"It is not my decision. The girl wants to press charge to your son and your company as well." Yu Qi 

revealed another detail.          

     

"My company too?" Lu Hanzhoung was surprised.       

"Why does that bitch want to sue our company?" Shang Xiaoyan asked.      

Yu Qi did not answer the question. Duan Li was a jewelry designer who worked for Lovely Jewellery 

Company. Yeah, the company was owned by these two.       

Duan Li was a young girl who wanted to design jewelry. She went to get the contract and she did it. She 

reported her success to her company. But her superior snatched the contract from her hand. All of her 

achievements went to her superior's credit.       

She tried to report that to the company. But the company ignored her because her superior was related 

to the owner of the company. Duan Li was devastated. She wanted to quit her job but because of the 

contract, she could not do it. She needed to pay 1 million in compensation if she breached the contract. 

She did not have that kind of money.       

She told her colleagues about this situation. The colleagues told her to forget about it and invited her to 

go drinking. It led Duan Li to the current situation. When she went to the toilet, she was dragged into a 

room full of men.      



She did not know about other men but she recognized Lu Fang right away because she saw him once at 

the office. Lu Fang also recognized her as his father's employee.       

Lu Fang offered to raise Duan Li's position if she slept with him and his friends. Of course, Duan Li 

rejected it. She would not do such a thing.      

Lu Fang started to push her now and ripped off her clothes. She was in despair. She thought she was 

done. But she did not know what courage she had to kick Lu Fang and ran away from the room before 

everyone in the room could react.       

"As for your son's medical bill, I will pay for it. It is my fiancee who kicked him because he wanted to 

touch me. You should be glad that my fiancee and I will not press charge on him." Yu Qi said.      

Lu Hanzhoung gulped. If Colonel Long wanted to put his son in jail, it would be easy. And he was sure 

that his company would be affected too. He did not want it to happen.      

"Do you think we are afraid of you?" Shang Xiaoyan snorted.      

"You are not afraid of us but I think your husband does." Yu Qi glanced to Lu Hanzhoung. She felt that Lu 

Hanzhoung recognized her and Long Hui. 

Chapter 1316: A Beautiful Misunderstanding 

She turned to the police officer. Please take care of the girl. If this couple wants to meet to girl, please 

ask her opinion. If she wants to meet them, you can allow them to meet her. If she does not want to 

meet them, please prevent them to meet her." 

"Yes." The police officer nodded. "We are leaving? Yu Qi said to Long Hui. "Wait... Wait... We are not 

finished yet." Shang Xiaoyan wanted to stop the couple from leaving. "Stop!" Lu Hanzhoung stopped his 

wife. "We need to settle with them. That man hit our son." Shang Xiaoyan looked at his husband. "Are 

you an idiot? Don't you recognize him?" Lu Hanzhoung was angry, "What?" Shang Xiaoyan asked timidly 

when seeing her husband was very angry. "He is from The military. The youngest Colonel ever. Colonel 

Long Hui." Lu Hanzhoung gritted his teeth. 

Shang Xiaoyan's eyes were wide opened. She did not expect that the man was from the military. The 

military was a power that they must not underestimate. 

Lu Hanzhoung added. "And that woman is the owner of HuiQi Jade that you love so much." 

"She is what?" Shang Xiaoyan was completely shocked. 

HuiQj Jade Store, she really liked the jewelry. It was very beautiful and they used high-quality materials 

to make their jewelry. 

To think about that, she remembered reading about HuiQi Jade Store in the magazine and looked at the 

picture of the owner once. It was really the woman in front of her earlier. 

"Disaster... your son really invites disaster this time." Lu Hanzhoung sighed. Shang Xiaoyan would not 

retort back Lu Hanzhoung looked at the police officer. He needed to settle this matter first. He wanted 

to see the girl first. "Can we meet with the girl?" Lu Hanzhoung asked. "We will ask her if she wants to 



see you first" The police officer remembered what Yu Qi said to him. "Sure... Sure." Lu Hanzhoung 

nodded. He could not use his power here. It was backed up by Colonel Long. 

"I feel worried for the girl. She is weak What if that man forces his way?" Yu Qi could not help to feel 

worried about Duan Li. 

Long Hui took out his mobile and dialed someone's number. Yu Qi looked at Long Hui in curiosity. She 

wondered who Long Hui called right now. 

"Go and take care of the woman called Duan Li at the Capital City's police station." Once another person 

answered his call, Long Hui gave the order right away. 

"Huh, Second Brother, can you explain more? It was Liang Mo Han answered the call. "Just go there and 

you will know." Long Hui ended the call. "You ask your third brother?" Yu Qi asked. "Yes. You don't need 

to worry about her anymore." Long Hui said. Yu Qi suddenly laughed. It seemed her Long Hui was 

jealous when her attention went to Duan Li. "Sure... Sure... Lets check-in." Yu Qi said. 

Liang Mo Han rushed to the police station. It was his second brother's order. He could not delay it. He 

explained to the police officer that he wanted to meet with Duan Li. 

The police officer went to ask Duan Li. Duan Li agreed. Yu Qi told her that she would send someone to 

help her later. She thought he was the one. 

Actually, Yu Qi thought to ask Ming Xuehai to send someone tomorrow but Long Hui already asked Liang 

Mo Han. 

Liang Mo Han asked for more detail about Duan Li. When he heard about the situation, he was very 

angry. Only a piece of shit would force a woman. 

When he saw Duan Li, he felt something in his heart but he did not care too much about that. "Are you 

going to help me?" Duan Li asked. 

"Yes." Liang Mo Han wanted to say something else but when he saw the woman's eyes, her mouth 

responded faster than his brain. 

"Thank you... Thank you." Duan Li nodded. "It is already late. We can't stay here. Let's go home." Liang 

Mo Han said. "Home?" Duan Li asked. 

"I don't think you should stay at your house for the time being. We don't know if someone from their 

side goes to your house. You can stay at my house first. Don't worry. I have a housekeeper. A female. 

You will not be alone with me." Liang Mo Han quickly explained in case the woman would feel scared. 

She had been sexually assaulted by a man. She might not feel comfortable if she needed to stay with a 

man in the house. Not to mention a stranger like him. 

Well, actually, he just could let her stay in the hotel for a while. No need for him to make her stay at his 

house. But he did not know why he doing this. 

Liang Mo Han brought Duan Li to his house. Auntie Meng Meng, his housekeeper was surprised to see 

her young master bring back home a woman. 



"Master Liang, this is..." Auntie Meng Meng asked. 

"Oh, this is Miss Duan Li. She will be staying here for a while. Please prepare a room and clothes for 

her." Liang Mo Han said. 

Auntie Meng Meng smiled. "Yes, Master Liang." It was a good thing. This house would have its own 

mistress later. 

Auntie Meng Meng went to prepare the room for Duan Li. She even prepared the room beside Liang Mo 

Han's room. She thought it would be easy for them to meet. It was really a beautiful misunderstanding. 

 Chapter 1317: Disturb Him Again 

Liang Mo Han went to investigate the situation. It was not so hard to find out about it. 

He frowned as he found out the truth. 

Even though he was involved in the underground business, he did not like to humiliate the girl like that. 

Liang Mo Han called Long Hui to ask about the matter. He seriously forgot about the last thing he called 

Long Hui late at night. 

However, Long Hui answered the call faster. "Hello Second Brother... Do you want me to deal with Ms. 

Duan's matter?" Liang Mo Han asked. "Up to you." Long Hui said. 

"Okay. Leave it to me..." Liang Mo Han wanted to talk more about it but Long Hui already hang up on 

him. 

Liang Mo Han: "..." Then he remembered that Long Hui stayed with Yu "Does that mean I interrupted his 

time with Second Sister In Law?" Liang Mo Han trembled. 

It was his time interrupting Long Hui at times like that. The first time, he was sent to go to Continent K to 

mine the diamond over there for 2 weeks. Even though it was only two weeks, he did not want to go 

over there again. 

He was trembling all night. At a certain time, he fell asleep. When he woke up again, it was already past 

8 a.m. 

He came out of his room topless. He went straight to the kitchen to find some food for breakfast. When 

he entered the kitchen, he heard someone shout. 

"Ahh!!!" 

Liang Mo Han looked at the woman who shouted when she looked in his direction. Auntie Meng Meng 

was outside the house near the kitchen and rushed over to see what happen. 

"What...." Auntie Meng Meng did not finish her sentence when she saw Liang Mo Han was there too. 

She finally understood why Duan Li shouted like that. 

"Master Liang... hmm... you should wear a shirt." Auntie Meng Meng coughed several times. 

Liang Mo Han looked at his body. He forgot to wear a shirt. No wonder she screamed. 



"Oh... okay... Sorry." Liang Mo Han returned to his room, grabbed a shirt, and wore it before returning 

to the kitchen. 

Seeing Liang Mo Han come back, Duan Li stood up and bowed to him. "I am sorry for shouting like that. I 

am just embrasssed." 

"Don't mind about that. It's also my fault too." Liang Mo Han shook his head. Auntie Meng Meng looked 

at them with a smile while preparing the food for Liang Mo Han. "Master Liang, enjoy your food." Auntie 

Meng Meng said. She then left the kitchen leaving the two people. Liang Mo Han felt the situation was 

too quiet for him. "I will help you with your lawsuit." Liang Mo Han said. "Thank you." Duan Li nodded. 

"Since you are suing the company too, you will probably lose your job." Liang Mo Han said. 

Duan Li went silent. She knew about the consequences of her action. She wanted to work hard at the 

company even though her hardwork was stolen by others. She did not care much about fame, she was 

happy to see people wear her design. 

However, the last night incident made her heart intolerant to them. The owner's son dared to make his 

move on her. If she did not have the courage to kick him, her life might probably be destroyed last night. 

So, she wanted to have revenge for everything. "I will find a job somewhere else." Duan Li smiled. "But I 

don't think you need to worry about that." Liang Mo Han smiled. "What do you mean by that?" Duan Li 

asked. "Well, you will see." Liang Mo Han did not want to spoil the fun. "We will go to the police station 

later with the lawyer." "You even help me find a lawyer. Thank you very much." Duan Li expressed her 

gratitude once again. "It is a small matter." Liang Mo Han said. They finished breakfast and returned to 

their room to prepare to go to the police station. Duan Li was very grateful to Auntie Meng Meng for 

preparing her clean clothes. Auntie Meng Meng shook her head telling her that it was Liang Mo Han's 

order. She just followed his order. Duan Li became more grateful to Liang Mo Han. They went to the 

police station. They met Long Hui and Yu Qi outside. "Second Brother, Second Sister in Law." Liang Mo 

Han greeted both of them. "Hmm.." Long Hui responded. Yu Qi looked at Duan Li. "Great. You look 

better." "Hmm... Thank you for your help yesterday. May I get your name? I don't have a chance to ask 

for your name yesterday." Duan Li said. "My name is Tang Yu Qi and this is my fiancee, Long Hui." Yu Qi 

introduced herself and Long Hui. "So, you are the bitch who tried to seduce my son and fail." They heard 

someone's voice and turned in the direction of the voice. Sure enough, it was Shang Xiaoyan and Lu 

Hanzhoung. Shang Xiaoyan was speaking nonsense. She would not admit that her son wanted to do 

something to the woman. She believed it was Duan Li's fault for trying to seduce her son. "Mrs. Lu, I 

never intend to seduce your son. Your son is the one who forced his way." Duan Li said. "I know the trick 

you, a young woman like to use." Shang Xiaoyan snorted. Duan Li did not want to reply. She knew 

whatever she said, this middle-aged woman would not believe her words. 

Chapter 1318: Offer The Job 

"Ms Duan, I hear you are working in my company. Are you sure you can continue working in my 

company if you proceed with this lawsuit?" Lu Hanzhoung asked. 

He asked his secretary to investigate Duan Li. Duan Li was indeed working for his company. And to his 

surprise, she was the designer who won the contract with Madam Qiao, who had a difficult taste in her 

jewellery. 



He also found out the chief designer took credit for Duan Li's hard work The chief designer did this many 

times. He did not care much about that. What he cared about was his company's revenue. 

"If you put an end of this lawsuit, you can continue working at my company. I will make Mrs Suili 

apologize to you for taking credit for your work" Lu Hanzhoung felt it was a good offer for Duan Li. Mrs 

Suili was the chief designer for his company. 

"She will be going to work at my company. So, you don't need to worry about that, Mr Lu." Yu Qi 

appeared with Long Hui. 

Duan Li looked very grateful to Yu Q. She turned to Lu Hanzhoung. "I will sue your son and your 

company. No doubt about it." 

"You bitch, you really don't know to appreciate what's good." Shang Xiaoyan said. "What's good? Being 

suppressed by your company and being taken advantage of by your son? Tell me, what is good about 

that?" Duan Li expressed her anger. 

Lu Hanzhoung gritted her teeth. He needed to think of something else. If she did not associate with 

these two people, it would be easy for him to dispose of her. But right now, she had their protection. If 

something happened to her, he would be the primer suspect. 

But being sued by your own employee would make your company's image look bad. Lu Hanzhoung did 

not care much about his son. "If you want to sue us, I can sue you for injuring my son." Shang Xiaoyan 

said. "As I told you before, it is me who injured your son. You can sue me if you want." Long Hui 

interfered. Shang Xiaoyan trembled as she heard Long Hui's voice. She remembered this man's identity. 

A person from the military. Not to mention, he was also a high-ranking one. She hid behind her husband. 

"No matter what, I will proceed with the lawsuit." Duan Li said. "Since that is your decision, we will see 

you at the court." Lu Hanzhoung gritted his teeth. "I will hand out my resignation letter tomorrow. Since 

I am just a trial employee, there is no need to wait for one month's notice." Duan Li did not forget the 

procedure. Lu Hanzhoung did not know that Duan Li was a trial employee. He thought she was a full-

time employee. He thought he could use that fact to squeeze some money from her. Lu Hanzhoung and 

Shang Xiaoyan left the police station since they were not needed anymore. The lawyer who going to 

represent Duan Li arrived. It was a lawyer working under Liang Mo Han. Liang Mo Han told him that 

Duan Li was his client. "I thought I will be going to prepare a lawyer for Ms Duan. Never thought you will 

beat me first, Third Brother." Yu Qi said. "I thought you ask me for it." Liang Mo Han looked at Yu Qi, 

confused. "I must be him." Yu Qi glanced at Long Hui. "Ms Tang, Mr Long, Mr Liang, thank you for 

helping me. I really appreciate it." Duan Li bowed deeply to them. "It's nothing." Yu Qi shook her head. 

"You even offer me a place to work I promise. I will work hard. I don't care what work you are going to 

give to me." Duan Li was determined to pay for their kindness. "You don't need to worry about that. You 

are a jewellery designer, right? Of course, the work that I am going to give to you is related to that." Yu 

Qi said. "You are going to hire me as a jewellery designer?" Duan Li was surprised. "Yes. Do you know 

about HuiQi Jade?" Yu Qi asked. "Of course, I know it. It is a popular brand." Duan Li was excited. Then, 

she brought her hands to her mouth while wearing a shocked expression on her face. "You... That..." 

"Yes, you are going to work at HuiQi Jade." Yu Q smiled. "Oh my goodness! Am I dreaming!! You are that 

Tang Yu Qi I did not recognize you early." Duan Li was excited. Because of the last night incident, her 

brain did not think normally. She was scared and worried about her future. That was why she did not 

recognize Yu Q. She read about HuiQi Jade in the magazine before. She really admired the design from 



HuiQi Jade. It was very beautiful. "By the way, Ms Duan, I heard that you went to strike the contract 

with Madam Qiao before." Yu Qi changed the subject. "Yes. But how do you know that?" Duan Li was 

confused when Yu Qi asked about that. Not many knew about that because the chief designer of Lu 

Hanzhoung's company stole the credit for Duan Li's work by telling others that it was her work. "I just 

want to ask you about something. Was Ms Chi Yuan at the same meeting?" This time Yu CU whispered 

to Duan Li. "Yes. She was at the same meeting but..." Duan Li nodded. She was still confused. 

Chapter 1319: The New Annoying Pest 

"Can you tell me what happened on that day later?" Yu Qi asked while smiling.          

     

"Okay. Sure." Duan Li nodded.      

It seemed Yu Qi knew something happened on that day. Well, not like what happened on that day was a 

secret.       

"You can settle everything here first before coming to FINN City for work." Yu Qi knew that Duan Li 

wanted some time to settle everything.      

"Yes. Thank you, Miss Tang." Duan Li said.      

"Are you done?" Long Hui asked.      

"I think so." Yu Qi knew that Long Hui was asking her.      

"Let's go, then." Long Hui did not want to waste time here anymore.      

"Oh, see you around then. We will leave first. Third Brother, please take care of my employee." Yu Qi 

said.       

"Do you want to go somewhere first before going home?" Liang Mo Han asked Duan Li.      

Duan Li felt weird when Liang Mo Han asked that question. 'Going home?' She felt like they were having 

some kind of relationship.       

"I think I want to go to my house." Duan Li asked.      

"No. You can't do that." Liang Mo Han shook his head.      

"What? Why?" Duan Li asked back.      

"It's dangerous." Liang Mo Han paused before continuing. "That old man probably plans to do 

something to you."      

"Eh? Really?" Duan Li did not think that Lu Hanzhoung would do something like that.      

"It's better than sorry later. You will stay at my house. But you can go to your house to pick up things 

that you need." Liang Mo Han said.      

"Oh, okay. Sure." Duan Li nodded.      

She was looking somewhere else. So, he did not notice Liang Mo Han's expression at that time.      



...      

Long Hui wanted to spend time alone with his beloved Qi Qi. It was their last night at Capital City. But it 

seemed that would not going to happen.      

Long Hui was walking together with Yu Qi at a shopping mall. They did not have any particular place to 

go. So, they were talking around and seeing things together.       

"Long Hui." Someone called his name.       

Both of them turned around to see Chi Yuan and some of her friends. Chi Yuan was smiling while looking 

at Long Hui sweetly. She acted like Long Hui was alone.      

"It's been a while since we last meet. How are you?" Chi Yuan asked Long Hui.      

Long Hui glanced once at Chi Yuan and turned back to Yu Qi.          

     

"Wow, Yuan. You don't tell me you know someone like this before." One of her friends, Liu Wen Sui 

looked at Long Hui with shining eyes.      

"Well, we know each other since we are little." Chi Yuan smiled.      

"Hi, my name is Liu Wen Sui. Nice to meet you." Liu Wen Sui lifted her hand to shake hand with Long 

Hui.      

However, Long Hui ignored her and pulled Yu Qi leaving Chi Yuan and her friends.      

"Hey, wait." Liu Wen Sui could not understand what happened.       

"Long Hui, wait." Chi Yuan chased Long Hui.      

The other two friends of Chi Yuan already knew Long Hui and Yu Qi. So, they understood the situation. 

They knew that Chi Yuan liked Long Hui but Long Hui did not pay any attention to her. They did not want 

to chase Long Hui like Chi Yuan.      

However, it was different for Liu Wen Sui. She just became friends with Chi Yuan recently. She was the 

daughter of Chi Yuan's uncle's friend who just came back to Binhai Nation two months ago. So, she did 

not know Long Hui and Yu Qi.      

Chi Yuan asked her two friends to hang out with Liu Wen Sui to make Liu Wen Sui familiar with things 

around here. She did not expect to see Long Hui here.      

"Hmm... let's hang out together." Liu Wen Sui chased Long Hui. She wanted to get to know this 

handsome man.      

The country that she lived in before usually did not have this kind of man. Handsome and also had a 

good shape of the body.       

"Yeah... let's hang out together." Chi Yuan also suggested the same thing.      



Yu Qi chuckled. That made Liu Wen Sui notice the woman beside Long Hui. She turned to look at Yu Qi. 

Her eyes flashed surprised looks when she saw the woman.       

A woman looked soft but at the same thing looked confident.       

"Miss Chi, you are still the same." Yu Qi smirked. "You should study more about people."      

"What do you mean about that?" Chi Yuan asked.      

"You are disturbing our date. Are you really want to be a third wheel?" Yu Qi asked while joking.      

Chi Yuan frowned. "We just think it will be fun to hang out together."      

"I don't think so." Yu Qi said.      

"Why do you being so difficult? We just happen to hang out together. Mr. Long, what do you think?" Liu 

Wen Sui asked Long Hui.      

"Stop following us. It is annoying." Long Hui said.      

Liu Wen Sui expected Long Hui would not reject their suggestion. Chi Yuan's two friends looked at each 

other. They knew that Chi Yuan had feelings for Long Hui for a long time. Now, it seemed Liu Wen Sui 

would be going after Long Hui too.       

"I don't think we should disturb them." Min Jinyi said.      

"Let's just hang out ourselves." Qiao Ding nodded.      

"But..." Chi Yuan hesitated. She missed Long Hui.           

     

"Yuan, can you please don't act so desperate." Min Jinyi was so annoyed with Chi Yuan's behavior.  

Chapter 1320 1320: Losing Her Friend 

Qiao Ding pulled Min Jinyi's hand telling her to stop. But Min Jinyi did not care anymore. 

"Mr. Long already has his fiance and he loves her very much. I don't think you should disturb them. I 

know you are his childhood friend but you don't need to act like you are so important to him when you 

are clearly not." Min Jinyi continued. 

"Jinyi, you..." Chi Yuan was shocked to hear her friend say something like that to her. 

"Am I wrong? Chi Yuan, you should love yourself more. There are plenty of men in this world besides 

Mr. Long. Do you need to chase him like that?" Min Jinyi was still not finished. 

"What's wrong chasing a man like that? He is so handsome." Liu Wen Sui said. 

Min Jinyi and Qiao Ding looked at Liu Wen Sui. They felt they did not suitable to be Liu Wen Sui's friend. 

It was better to end it now since they just got to know her recently. But Chi Yuan was different. They 

knew her since university. 

"You should know that I like him since I was young." Chi Yuan said. 



"So, you want to be a desperate woman? I am disgusted with this behavior. If you still want to act like 

this, let's end our friendship." Min Jinyi said. 

 "What?" Chi Yuan could not believe her ear. 

"You hear me loud and clear." Min Jinyi would not repeat herself. 

Min Jinyi recently broke up with her boyfriend because of something like this. Her boyfriend also had a 

female childhood friend. They were close. When she asked them, they just told her that they were 

friends. No more than that. 

But one day, Min Jinyi caught them sleeping together. She was going to make a surprise for her 

boyfriend. So she hid in the closet inside her boyfriend's room. 

Then she saw both her boyfriend and his childhood friend come in and kiss each other. 

Then they talked to each other. Min Jinyi still remembered the conversation between both them. 

"Darling, when do you want to break up with that woman?" 

"Dear, you should know I am working at her father's company. You know my plan. After she and I got 

married and I got the company, I will divorce her. Then we will get married." 

After hearing that conversation, Min Jinyi got out of the closet and confronted them. They looked pale 

as they saw Min Jinyi coming out of the closet. 

Min Jinyi's boyfriend pushed his childhood friend away until she fell from the bed. He tried to explain to 

Min Jinyi but she refused to hear anything from him. She would not believe any of his lies anymore. 

The next day, Min Jinyi's ex-boyfriend got fired from her father's company. Turned out, her father 

already caught her ex-boyfriend embezzling the company money. But for a small amount of money. So, 

he let it be. 

But after knowing that man was cheating on Min Jinyi, her father did not care anymore and directly fired 

that man. And he also sought legal action against her ex-boyfriend for embezzlement. 

So, Min Jinyi started to think about Chi Yuan who had a similar status which was the 'childhood friend. 

"Jinyi... you are my friend." Chi Yuan said. 

"Yes. I know but... Like I said earlier, if you still act like this, we better end our friendship." Min Jinyi said. 

Chi Yuan was silent. Min Jinyi knew the answer. 

"Then, let's end it here. Thank you for everything." Min Jinyi nodded and left. 

Qiao Ding looked between Min Jinyi and Chi Yuan. Then she made her decision. 

"Thank you for everything." Qiao Ding said before chasing Min Jinyi. 

She knew Min Jinyi first before Chi Yuan. She also disliked Chi Yuan's behavior. And she knew what 

happened to Min Jinyi. Only Chi Yuan did not know about that. 

Chi Yuan was speechless when seeing her ex-friends leave her like that. 



"It seems they are not your true friends. A true friend would not leave her friend like this." Liu Wen Sui 

snorted. "Just forget them. It is nothing wrong to chase the person we like." 

Chi Yuan also felt the same as Liu Wen Sui. 

They wanted to chase Yu Qi and Long Hui but when they searched for the couple, they could not find the 

couple. 

Actually, Yu Qi and Long Hui already left the shopping mall. Yu Qi decided to go to her theme park which 

was currently in the construction process. 

Long Hui was again surprised by Yu Qi's business mind. He felt this kind of fun would be popular in the 

future. 

Yu Qi went to the supervisor. Actually, Yu Qi wanted to meet with the project engineer, Mr. Li. But the 

supervisor told her that Mr. Li had another appointment. 

The supervisor explained the progress. It would be going to complete in 6 months. 

"It is a good place for training too." Long Hui commented. 

"Of course." Yu Qi showed off. 

The theme park was designed for people to play and sweat off. It was good for the body. 

"After it completes, let's come and try it first." Long Hui said. 

"Hmm... I am also planning to go so." Yu Qi smiled. 

Their time in Capital City would be over when the night came. Their flight to return to FINN City was 

tonight. She did not think this trip was a waste because she got to spend time with Long Hui and got a 

new jewelry designer hired for HuiQi Jade. 

 


